
 

 

PRESS RELEASE: TELCOMS SECTOR TO MAINTAIN GROWTH TRAJECTORY 

 

In its H2’22 Outlook titled “A strange labyrinth”, Vetiva Research (“Vetiva”) projects that 

the Telecommunications sector will continue to witness expansion, supported by 

burgeoning demand for data services, as the need to be online has taken significant 

importance in today’s world. The Telecommunications Analyst at Vetiva, Victoria Ejugwu 

mentioned that “the industry still holds huge opportunity for growth given weak broadband 

penetration and mobile money prospects”. The country’s young and growing population 

possesses a huge market for telcos in terms of demand for connectivity. Also, 

diversification efforts by telco players puts the industry on course for a boom. Nigeria’s 

unbanked population is one to look to for mobile money services and players, such as 

MTN, are strategically positioned to deliver, given what they have done in other African 

markets. It is noteworthy to mention that telcos have a strong reach to Nigerians, and in 

order for the country to reach its 70% target for financial inclusion, much of financial 

services needs to move away from being bank-led”. Victoria, however, highlighted that 

downside risk to growth remains weak macroeconomic factors and insecurity. Currency 

devaluation and forex scarcity would continue to erode profitability margins, while 

vandalism of network infrastructure poses a threat to telecoms operations. According to 

Victoria, “Telco players need forex to import network infrastructure, and the country’s 

forex woes are a drag on margins.  Also, the weak macro environment has a dwindling 

effect on purchasing power. Furthermore, the incessant attacks on network infrastructure 

in some parts of the country remains a challenge for operators. Thus, we highlight all of 

these as a drawback for the industry. 

 

 

She also noted that changing regulatory landscape could be a challenge for telco operators, 

as players continue to be pressured by regulators. She asserted, “The NCC’s recent policy 

on SIM registration weighed on the growth of the country’s subscriber base. We saw what 

the caveat on SIM registrations did to mobile subscriber base. More recently, the NCC 

gave a direction to mobile network operators (MNOs) to bar outgoing calls from SIMs that 

are yet to link their NINs. However, the sector has proved to be resilient amid all of these 

regulatory hitches and remains a top destination for foreign direct investments’’.  

 

Speaking on the NCC’s last spectrum auction and the commission’s plan to facilitate 5G 

availability, Victoria highlighted the impact 5G will have on internet connectivity but 

believes that telcos will not be quick to rollout the service, despite obtaining the license, 

as focus will remain on 4G expansion. According to her, “While it is not surprising the 

country’s internet speed is below par compared to its peers such as South Africa and 

Egypt, as 5G services were already available in these countries, we believe telco operators 

will not be quick to hop on the 5G train even though some operators have acquired the 

license. 4G area coverage still remains low, and we believe operators will remain focused 

on maximizing returns from their 4G investments”. 
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Disclosure: 

 

This note is for information purposes only and is not intended to provide personal investment advice. This note does not take into account 

the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person. Investments and securities 

discussed in this note may not be suitable for all investors and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some 

or all of them. Investors should independently determine the suitability of, and evaluate the investment risks associated with investments 

and securities discussed herein. All investors are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Any decision to purchase or subscribe 

for securities in any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such security or the information in the prospectus or 

other offering document issued in connection with such offering, and not on any information contained herein. Thus, Vetiva and its 

officers and employees shall not accept liability for any loss arising from the use of this note or its contents in making investment 

decisions or recommendations. It is instructive to note that a company’s past performance is not necessarily indicative of its future 

performance as estimates are based on assumptions that may or may not be realized. Accordingly, the value, price or income from 

investments mentioned in this note may fall, as well as rise, due to economic conditions, industry cycles, market indices, operational or 

financial conditions of companies or other factors. Any ratings, forecasts, estimates and opinions set forth in this note constitute the 

analyst(s) position as at the date and time of this note and may not necessarily be so thereafter, as they are subject to change without 

notice. Vetiva is not obliged to update this note or bring any such changes to your attention. Whilst reasonable care has been taken in 

preparing this note, no responsibility or liability is accepted either by Vetiva, its officers or any of its employees for any error of fact or 

opinion expressed herein. This note provides general information only. Vetiva, through other business units, may have issued, and may 

in the future issue trading ideas or recommendations that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information 

presented in this report. Such ideas or recommendations reflect the different time frames, assumptions, views and analytical methods 

of the persons who prepared them, and Vetiva is under no obligation to ensure that such other trading ideas or recommendations are 

brought to the attention of any recipient of this note. Vetiva may make investment decisions or take proprietary positions that are 

inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed herein. Also, Vetiva may have financial or other beneficial interest in any of 

the securities or related investments listed in this note. Facts and views presented herein have not been reviewed by, and may not 

reflect information known to, professionals in other business areas of Vetiva, including the Investment Banking team and the Wealth 

Management team, as Vetiva has established information barriers between its Research team and certain business groups.  

 

 


